Laura Hackney
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@lhack47
INFORMED INTENTIONS
MEET TECH FOR GOOD
HOW DO I HELP?
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
JUST RESCUE PEOPLE!

FREEDOM VS SLAVERY
FREEDOM IS THE BEGINNING OF A STORY
WHAT’S NEXT?
GOOD LUCK
WHAT DO SURVIVORS NEED AND WANT?
1. EXPLOITATION
2. ESCAPE OR INTERVENTION
3. RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT
4. MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH SERVICES

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
ANNIECANNONS

TRAINING

EARNING

DEVELOPING
TRAINING
ISN'T TRAINING ENOUGH?
AREN'T SKILLS ENOUGH?
"CAN YOU EXPLAIN THIS ARREST ON YOUR BACKGROUND CHECK?"

"WE DON’T HAVE CHILDCARE."

"WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU CAN’T TAKE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION?"
“I REALLY LIKE WHAT YOU ARE DOING BUT I NEED TO HIRE REAL DEVELOPERS FOR THIS PROJECT”
-DOUG
DOUG SUCKS. DON’T BE LIKE DOUG.
DEVELOPING

WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE YOU ENCOUNTERED IN YOUR OWN LIFE?
SURVIVOR-CENTERED AND IDEATED DESIGN
How do we actually fight trafficking?
STUDENT PROJECTS
ENGAGING IN “TECH FOR GOOD”: WHO IS IT FOR?
CASE STUDY #2:
WHAT NOT TO DO
ATTACK OF THE BOTS
AIRBNB FOR SURVIVORS?
“LET’S BUILD A RESOURCE PAGE”
DON'T
A NONPROFIT!
CASE STUDY #3: WHAT WORKS?
CAPACITY BUILDING IS REALLY, REALLY, REALLY SEXY
UNDERSTANDING NONPROFIT PAINPOINTS/INEFFICIENCIES
WHAT YOU VALUE
LEARNING AND
BUILDING CAN BE YOUR CONTRIBUTION
THANK YOU

@LHACK47 @ANNIECANNONS

ANNIECANNONS.COM